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Roll20 character sheet code

Hello fellow gamers. I'm about to launch a new Pathfinder campaign on Roll20, but all available character sheets don't fit what I need. I want to create my own character sheet, but I don't know anything about HTML or CS. Can anyone help me with a good tutorial or? Thank you very much for your help. Howie, Diaz. MDN found a very useful reference. To
learn the basics, I found W3Schools to be a great place to use sandboxes to learn and practice core concepts. We recommend that you also look at other character sheet htm and CSs files. There was a great sheet made for roll20. &lt;a href= rel=nofollow&gt; amp;lt;/a&gt; check - not to mention the big resources right here on roll20; CSS Wizardry and
Character Sheet. Code Academy's HTML and CSS courses will be very benficial. This repository is a collection of all character sheets that contribute to the community available in Roll20. You can create an entire character sheet in the Roll20 Wiki: Building Character Sheet. Pull requests are processed weekly and must be submitted at 6:00 a.m., 13:00-14:00
UTC on PST Mondays at the latest. Previous submissions are recommended to allow peer review from other contributors. On Monday, Roll20 employees will review the content to ensure that it meets the standards described in the Roll20 Wiki. To merge pull requests into a repository, you must address the comments, concerns, and changes in the review
results . Internationalization and Translation We use crowdin to crowdsource and manage translations for various aspects of the site. Check out the Help Center articles and community wiki articles below to learn about translations and help you access Roll20 in as many languages as possible! Sheet translations submitted outside of Crowdin are not allowed
and will be overwritten by Crowdin. To improve an existing character sheet, all you need to do is duplicate this repository to improve the existing sheet. Make changes, test in your app using customizations that you can access with your Roll20 Pro account, and submit a pull request. If you want to contribute a new sheet for your community to use, duplicate
this repository to create your own and follow the instructions on GitHub. The new sheet must meet the minimum required standards in the Roll20 wiki. When you're ready to submit a template for public use, create a sheet.json file in the sheet folder (for example, see The Kitchen Sync folder in a sheet.json file). This file must be named sheet.json. The file has
the following fields: html: The exact name, including the capitzation of the HTML file for the sheet(.html). css: The exact name including the capitzation of the CSS file for the sheet, such as .css). Author: A Simple String Who Speaks Towards the sheet (e.g. Riley Dutton) roll20userid: a simple string that says the author's Roll20 user ID (for example, 1 or
45672,145678). Just use it so we don't see it publicly on the site, knowing who we credit internally. patreon: Place the URL of the Patreon campaign here, and if selected, it will appear under the description on the sheet. (e.g.,&lt;name&gt; tipe: Place and select tipe's URL here and select it to be displayed under the sheet map. (e.g., &lt;name&gt; Preview: The
exact name, including the capitzation of the image file contained in the sheet folder showing a preview/screenshot of the sheet (for example, shown in the app at 500x500 resolution) (e.g. Kitchen Sync.png). Guidelines: Guidelines in markdown format for using sheets. If you have a specific setup step, a special roll that you want to recognize the player, this is
where you can put that information. Be concise. If we approve it we will add it to the approved.yaml file in the root directory so that everyone on the main Roll20 site can use it. If you reject a sheet, we're going to comment on the Github commit and let you know what needs to be changed before accepting it. Check the sheets. JSON is a valid JSON before
submitting! Guidelines The previous guidelines found here have been moved and expanded in the Roll20 Wiki: Building Character Sheet. Licenses are released under the MIT license for all code (HTML/CSS) on the sheets in this repository (see license file for more information). If you donate a new sheet or help us improve an existing sheet, you agree that
contributions will be turned off under the MIT license. Page 2 View 97 Star 863 Fork 3.2k can't do that at this time. You're signed in with another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. You have logged in from another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. A key article on how to create or edit a custom character sheet for Roll20. Lists and
explains the many common elements of a character sheet and how it works. Most larger concepts have separate pages that link to larger details linked to them, such as button pages, character sheet layout design, or seatwalkers. This page is primarily maintained/updated by Roll20 community members. This guide assumes some basic familiarity with
HTML/CSS, so we recommend that you use other resources to learn the basics. The Guide section contains links to tutorials on HTML/CSS/JavaScript. Roll20's plain character sheets are created in HTML and CSS (a limited amount of JavaScript for advanced features that use sheetwalkers). Because Roll20 uses a number of changes to regular HTML/css,
it cannot be properly tested outside of Roll20 in a typical web development environment, such as Codepen or JSFiddle, and must be inspected in-game. Regular HTML/CSS code imported from elsewhere does not work.&lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt;Far away, there are a number of Roll20 specific features and definitions that must be used to create this
operation. There are also many known limitations that limit the functionality of HMTL/CSS/JavaScript. It is not possible to convert a character sheet from a source such as a PDF, and the sheet must be created manually from scratch or based on an existing Roll20 sheet. Roll20 character sheets typically consist of HTML files and CSS files. Some advanced
sheets also have translation files. Sheet Structure A general description of how the code in a character sheet is structured: HTML File/Code: &lt;body&gt; or similar as a starting element. (The html in the sheet is actually part of a larger portion of the &lt;form&gt;- elements inside Roll20.) Because HTML automatically references CSS code and classes, you
can use &lt;include&gt; or other standard steps that reference CSS files or other sources. User-edited data in a sheet typically requires a name attribute that starts with the &lt;input&gt;-element or similar elements attr_ elements are always stored correctly. The sheet prefix for the class name is not required when referring to CSS classes in CSS files. All
JavaScript/seatwalkers must be included separately in the html file. &lt;script type=text/worker&gt;&lt;/script&gt;&lt;/include&gt;&lt;/form&gt;&lt;/body&gt;Sheet. This preview is not the same as the way the sheet looks in Roll20, it is just an approximation. The Preview panel updates in real time whenever you change the HTML, CSS, or translation of a sheet to
show an approximation of the in-game sheet. It's useful for quickly seeing the change in the subject while editing, but you're required to enter the game and open the sheet itself to see the actual end result. The Preview panel applies all the same security precautions and filtering as the default Roll20 application. You should right-click strange behavior (for
example, if the style is not applied correctly) and examine the elements. If you made changes in the character sheet editor while in the game, you'll need to save your changes and refresh the active Roll20 game. Also, if it is included in a character sheet, &lt;rolltemplate&gt;its code is displayed as unhand processed in the preview window. When using the
Preview panel, we recommend that you place the roll template at the end of the sheet code so that it does not obscure the visuals on the sheet. Custom Sheet Sandbox A Sheet Sandbox Screen Sandbox Game Sandbox Tool Menu showing character sheets with a menumain page: As an alternative to sheet editors you can try to use custom sheet
sandboxes to develop sheets using custom sheet sandboxes, where you can update HMTL, CSS, and view translation files and instantly accurate sheet updates inside the sandbox. Sandboxes can also test sheets.json and preferences. You can't invite others to a custom sheet sandbox game for testing. The full example is a few examples of Roll20
character sheets: Simple: The kitchen sink example in Roll20 is an example of a basic savage world sheet consisting of HTML and CSS files, and shows you how to use most of the basic controls that you can use to create a Roll20 sheet. Use roll20's built-in columns and rows for layouts. HTML and CSS files are required to display character sheets.
Medium: Legendary singing sheets can be seen as an intermediate example using some sheet workers and an advanced layout using images and CSS grids. HTML and CSS files are required to display character sheets. Advanced: On the contrary, roll20 sheet-by-sheet D&amp;D5E is an example of the most advanced sheets using sheet operators, comfort
integration, roll templates, translation capabilities, and basic options. The source code also involves the PUG and SCSS files used for development, but is not required. HTML, CSS, and translation.json are all required to display character sheets. Character sheet template restrictions Generally speaking, character sheets are created with HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript (for sheet workers), but there are some constraints and security filters that limit what is available in character sheet code. HTML: In Roll20, &lt;/rolltemplate&gt;The character sheet code is basically wrapped inside a giant. &lt;form&gt; tags (do not use). Identity attributes are not available. (The ID attribute on one character's sheet can affect other
character sheets in the same campaign when you open the DOM feature. This prevents character sheets from being loaded on a virtual tabletop./&gt;). Because the DOM has multiple copies of each sheet at once, it is incorrect to use an ID because it must only be used by its own element. This means that ID connections &lt;label&gt; elements (such as my
&lt;label for=my_id&gt;label text)&lt;/label&gt;are not available. Elements can be placed inside labels to connect them together (for example, &lt;label&gt;Label Text &lt;input...=&gt;&lt;/label&gt;) although you can sacrifice some flexibility in CSS. List of common mistakes old and common mistakes by new sheet makers. 1. if you forget to start the attr_ property
name (for example, &lt;input type=number name=attr_dexterity&gt; vs. &lt;input type=number name=dexterity&gt;). This prefix is required for the name to store information in the character sheet. When the sheet is closed, there is no data stored in the field. 2. If .css to add a sheet to the class name of the file. .html is not required for all files, and Roll20
automatically assumes that all classes have prefixes. See CSS Styling 3. Use the base point in the name/class of the repeating section. Each name must have a unique class name that starts with repeating_ &lt;fieldset&gt;, and the remaining names are underlined or do not store information in sections. 4. When you think of the preview panel, all the changes
are/are correct. The preview panel does not show an accurate view of how the sheet looks and works in the actual game and completely ignores the seat worker. To see sheet visuals/features, you'll need to sign in to your campaign and open a text sheet, or you'll need to use a sheet sandbox. 5. Roll20 document is not read. Most of the shortcomings and
basics associated with creating character sheets are documented or linked to this page. A list of all pages related to character sheet generation 6. I'm not looking at an existing sheet. If you look at how existing sheets are created and structured, you know HTML/CSS/JavaScript, but you can help them reinvent the wheel or avoid making mistakes with results
that are rarely familiar with how character sheets are created. All sheets in the character sheet repository are MIT licensed, so you can use them as templates for creating your own sheets instead of creating everything from scratch (and recommended). 7. Don't ask for help when you're stuck. Roll20 has a small but active community, helps you create and
improve character sheets, and often asks for help if you're stuck with a few features you've tried to figure out. HTML HTML is used to define character sheets, and Roll20 has some differences in how you do this in the baseline HTML described in this section. Most basic HTML elements such as p, div, span, textarea, input, selection, and img are normally
available and work noticeably differently in some &lt;button&gt; Note: You cannot use JavaScript for sheet worker external sheets &lt;script type=text/worker&gt;&lt;/script&gt; and the sheet is &lt;/button&gt; &lt;/fieldset&gt;&lt;/label&gt;notable distinction. For each element, attr_ name attribute that starts with the name. This defines the unique attribute name of
the element and tells you that it is an attribute that needs to be stored in a character. You should also perform values and attributes that you cannot edit so that you can use calculations or similar data. All of these attributes, except for the Repeat section, are displayed on the Properties and Abilities tab of the character sheet after they are edited for the first
time. Text and Number To create a field for storing text or numbers entered by a user, you can use the following elements: The &lt;input&gt;-element must have a specified format and the type of input that works in Roll20 is as follows (text, number, hidden, check box, radio, and scope): 예제: &lt;input type=number name=attr_Strength&gt;&lt;input type=text
name=attr_class&gt;&lt;textarea name=attr_notes&gt;&lt;/textarea&gt;필드가 일반 값 대신 특성의 최대를 사용하려면 필드 이름에 _max 추가할 수 있습니다( 예:&lt;input type=number name=attr_Strength_max&gt;. 태그를 사용하여 &lt; span=&gt; 시트에 읽기 전용 값을 표시할 수도 있습니다(예: &lt; span= name=attr_Strength&gt; . 입력 태그와 특성 이름이 동일한 스팬 태
그를 포함할 수 있으며 입력이 수정될 때마다 스팬 태그가 업데이트됩니다. type=number 기본적으로 작은 위/아래 쪽 화살표가 선택한 경우 필드 끝에 표시되며, 이는 1의 증분으로 값을 증가/줄이는 데 사용할 수 있습니다. 기본적으로 숫자 필드는 전체 정수를 선호하며 소수점 숫자가 있는 경우 호버에서 불평할 수 있습니다. 필드에서 소수체를 허용하려면 입력에 step=any를 추가합니
다. 단계 : Defines what the input increases/decreases and the numbers it allows. When u definition is not defined, the default value is 1. Example: step=0.2 More minutes of information, Maximum: Can be used to define the minimum and maximum values allowed in the field. Example: min=0 Max=10 Additional Information &lt;input type=number name=attr_hp
step=any value=10 min=0 max=20&gt; You can optionally include value attributes in tags that define the default values for the Default Value field. For example, the following field defines an AC field with a default value of 0: If you do not specify a default value, it is an empty string (). By automatically calculating the value &lt;input type=number name=attr_AC
value=0&gt; you can include formulas in the default values of the field and specify deactivation=true or read-only attributes in the fields. This displays the results of the formula instead of the formula itself on the sheet. For example, create a StrMod field that displays half the value of &lt;input type=number name=attr_StrMod value=(@{Strength}/2)
disabled=true&gt; intensity. These automatic calculation attributes can be used normally in sheet rolls, macros, and abilities. You can only include attributes of the current character. In addition Includes macros, abilities or rolls... Only basic math, such as (@{Intelligence}/2+@{level}). You can also access floor, circular, and thread functions (floor
(@{Intelligence}/2). For more advanced functions: If an autocomputed field depends on another auto-calculated field, you must add parentheses to the intermediate formula(s) if you duplicate the JavaScript math library; otherwise, miscalculatation may appear. Examples: &lt;!--normal attributes--&gt; STR:&lt;input type=number name=attr_Strength
value=0&gt; Level:&lt;input type=number name=attr_Level value=0&gt;&lt;!--auto-calendared attribes--&gt;STR mode:&lt;input type=number name=attr_StrMod value=(@{Strength}/2) disabled=true&gt; Total:&lt;input type=number name=attr_StrModLeveled value=(@{StrMod})+(@{Level}) disabled=true&gt; Note: Calculations do not appear in preview and
are only for in-game character sheets Automatic calculation values increase the load on the sheet when you open it and should be used sparingly as a result. We recommend attr_character_name that you use a sheet worker script to complete conditional calculations. input type=text name=attr_character_name&gt; Use &lt;input type=hidden&gt; can be
useful to save hidden variables on the character sheet, that's user doesn't need to see. It will save the value of the input, but won't be shown on the character sheet in any way, making it easier to user than having to hide it with CSS. Example: &lt;input type= hidden= value=10 name=attr_str_mod value=0&gt; User case: Save statistics used by seatwalkers,
advanced character sheet translation options, and some CSS wizard examples. Tthe &lt;select&gt;-element can be used to store information in a list of predetermined options that users can access from the drop-down menu, which are divided into separate ones. &lt;option&gt;- Element. &lt;select&gt; in MDN &lt;option&gt; in MDN &lt;optgroup&gt; MDN
example: &lt;select name=attr_WoundLevel&gt;&lt;option value=0 selected=selected&gt;Health&lt;option value=1&gt;Startled&lt;option value=1&gt;Hurt To select the option selected by default,&lt;option value=2&gt;double injury&lt;option value=5&gt;incapacitation&lt;option value=10&gt;Fatal Injury&lt;/select&gt; Include selected=selected as shown in the
example. Optgroups You can use &lt;optgroup&gt; to group selections in &lt;select&gt;- elements. Example of an optimizer - Free Spacer Sheet &lt;select name=attr_selectedSheet&gt;&lt;optgroup label=Player&gt;&lt;option value=1 selected=&gt;Pc&lt;option value=2&gt;Ship&lt;/optgroup&gt;For gt;&lt;optgroup label=Gamemaster&gt;&lt;option
value=3&gt;Npc&lt;option value=4&gt;Monster&lt;/optgroup&gt;&lt;/select&gt; check boxes and radio button check boxes and radio buttons, you should always specify value attributes. For check boxes, if you select the check box, the attributes are &lt;/select&gt;&lt;/optgroup&gt;&lt;/optgroup&gt;&lt;/select&gt;&lt;/select&gt;The check box value. The value can
be anything and does not need to be defined as 1 or yes. If this option is not selected, the value of that attribute is 0. To select a check box by default or a radio button that is selected as the default, add the selected attribute to the input (checked=true also works). For &lt;input type=checkbox&gt; MDN &lt;input type=radio&gt; MDN Example: &lt;input
type=checkbox name=attr_HasShield value=1 checked=&gt; Radio input, the attribute is set to its radio input. If no wireless input is selected, the value becomes an empty string. We recommend that you have a checked attribute to set the default value for radio input. Radio input is the only type of field that can have more fields as long as it has a name
attribute, such as one that needs to be connected. Example: &lt;input type=radio value=10 name=attr_Multiplier&gt;&lt;&lt;input type=radio value=25 name=attr_Multiplier checked=&gt; Also see the CSS Wizard page for some clever uses for check boxes and radio input, or how to change its appearance. Static information plain text, such as names and
labels and other information about other fields, can be displayed primarily with common HTML tags. Most tags have a slightly different default appearance, but you can change them to CSS if you want. Example: &lt;h2&gt;Statistics&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;span&gt;Character Name:&lt;/span&gt;&lt;input type=text name=attr_character_name&gt;&lt;h1&gt; - &lt;h5&gt;:
Suitable for section titles &lt;span&gt;, &lt;p&gt;: Suitable for text blocks and not very formatted. &lt;label&gt;: Suitable for labeling input fields. It's basically a bold font and it's left extra space on its own. &lt;div&gt;: Typically the best tag for structuring sheets. The style is not included and can be used for text. Seat roll and roll button main article: Button you
can include predefined rolls on your sheet. This is a great way to add the rolls that players need when using standard rolls in the gaming system. For example, you can add a roll check button next to each skill on the sheet. To define a roll button, use the &lt;button&gt; tag. Type attributes are set to rolls. The roll itself is defined in the value attribute. You can
also add name attributes that can reference roles in external macros, abilities, or chats. The roll_ have a prefix. Example of a Bluff check roll button: &lt;button type=roll value=/roll 1d20 + @{Bloff} name=roll_BluffCheck&gt;&lt;/button&gt; Referencing the properties/fields of the sheet is done with the @{AttributeName} syntax. Then %{BoB| BluffChek}. Note:
The name that specifies the roll button must be unique to the character's function or other roll buttons to reference the roll button in the ability or macro. If a character sheet has multiple roll buttons with the same name but different values, call the roll button name and the last item is &lt;/button&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/label&gt;&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/h5&gt;&lt;/h1&gt;Html.
See: Repeating a section can have more than one object, and you don't know how many are in advance. A good example of this is a list of techniques for characters in the savage world. Sheets in Roll20 allow you to define templates for each item in a section, and players can add these templates to the list as needed. To define the Define and Limit Iteration
sections, create the &lt;fieldset&gt;-element. The class is then repeating_ with a lowercase name with no prefix and no underscore in the file. Inside, place the information field where the instance of the &lt;fieldset&gt;-elements section should be. Each iteration section must have a unique name, and underscores are not available. Within one iteration section,
the repeating_melee_weapon not have to repeating_melee_weapon repeating_melee unique repeating_meleeweapon the attribute name of the other section, or the attribute name of the other section. repeating_melee repeating_ranged can have the attribute because they attr_name affect different class names. Otherwise, you may have trouble executing
buttons in the Iterations section of macros and scripts, but you can't create repeating sections within repeating sections, but you can vote on proposals and annotate why you want to. Repeating section example: &lt;h3&gt;Technology&lt;/h3&gt;&lt;fieldset class=repeating_skills&gt;&lt;select name=attr_dtype class=dtype&gt;&lt;option
value=d4&gt;d4&lt;option value=d6&gt;d6&lt;option value=d6&gt;d6&lt;option value=All attributes in the d8&gt;d8&lt;option value=d10&gt;d10&lt;option value=d12&gt;d12&lt;/select&gt;&lt;input type=text name=attr_skillname&gt;&lt;/sunset&gt;all attributes in the repeating section must have unique names that are not yet used in general attributes. If you have
attr_spellname repeat section, you can't have a generic attr_spellname outside the iteration section, but it's ok to have attr_spellname inside another iteration section. Se example below: good example bad example&lt;fieldset class=repeating_spell-level1&gt;&lt;input type=text name=attr_spellname&gt;&lt;/fieldset&gt;&lt;fieldset class=repeating_spell-
level2&gt;&lt;input type=text name=attr_spellname Gt;&lt;/fieldset&gt;&lt;input type=text name=attr_spellname&gt;&lt;&lt;fieldset class=repeating_spell-level1&gt;&lt;input type=text name=attr_spellname&gt;&lt;/attr_spellname attributes exist only inside the repeating section. Attribute attr_spellname can be used again in this way attr_spellname exists in both
the general attribute and the repeating section. attr_spellname attributes should not be used in this way. Iterable sections are difficult or impossible to center around an HTML table, and it is recommended that you place them within a single cell. When the sheet is displayed, Roll20 automatically includes the Add and Modify buttons so that the player can add
as many items as possible as needed. Each item has a &lt;/fieldset&gt;&lt;/fieldset&gt;A set of fields (in the example above, each field has attr_dtype attr_skillname). Internally, each repeating item is stored repeating_skills_ properties ABC123_dtype as repeating_skills_-0_skillname or $1000. The ID (the -ABC123 part of the previous example) does not
change for the repeating section row, so it can be referenced using macros, abilities, and APIs. The new rows you add are randomly assigned a new unique ID. The rows are sorted in the order in which they are currently created. Layout main article: Character sheet layout design Many sheet authors recommend that you use your own CSS to layout sheets
using CSS Flexbox and/or CSS grids instead of built-in column/row options or HTML tables. Roll20 provides several base classes that you can use to clean up with a simple column-based layout. To use it, you can create divs with classes of '3colrow', '2colrow' or 'row'. Then, inside that div, make the div for each column a class of 'col'. For example, if you
want to create a three-column layout, you can: &lt;div class='3colrow'&gt;&lt;div class='col'&gt;&lt;!-- Put the content for the first column here --&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class='col'&gt;&lt;&lt;!-- Second column --&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class='col'&gt;&lt;!-- Third column --&gt;&lt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt; Image main article: You can have a static image on a character
sheet, such as placing a game logo at the top of the image-enabled screen on a character sheet or having an image in the background to make the screen look better as a whole. To display an image on a character sheet, you must reference the exact URL on the Internet. If you're creating a character sheet that will be added to Roll20 for everyone's use, we
recommend uploading the image to GitHub with sheet code. Logo example: &lt;img src= amp;gt; img { Maximum height: 100px; } In roll20's character sheet template, the image source works because it is directly linked to the version on Roll20's Github and the image is in the correct location. The size of .css 100px highs in the file, otherwise you would have
maintained the original size. Background example: .charsheet { background image: URL ( ; /*black space*/background color: black; Repeat background: Repeat color: White; Star Wars D6 character sheet displays a black image with a small white star in the background; background repeat: Repeat; If this does not cover the entire character sheet, the image
repeats in a pattern in the background; background color: black; if the image stops working, the sheet background remains almost the same without causing readability issues as a backup: white; Text color of sheet with much more readable white against black background. CSS Main Article: CSS can be wizardy and you need to use CSS to customize the
style the way your sheet looks to the player. You can use almost any CSS style you want, such as background images, colors, font sizes, tabs, and more. CSS Quirks in Roll20: All class names must have sheet-prefixes in css files, and Roll20 does not recognize classes. This prefix is not required for HTML files. All CSS styles are limited to the .charsheet
parent class. Therefore, if you enter a style called input, the system will automatically prefix it with the .character input. It doesn't usually affect you, but it prevents you from changing roll20 application CSS outside of the character sheet. By attr_, all roll_ defined repeating_ HTML layout that do not start with a document, document, or document are fixed as
sheets. For example, if you want to display some of the input tags shorter than others, you can use HTML to &lt;input class='shortfield'&gt;when processing layout &lt;input class='sheet-shortfield'&gt;. See: Character Sheet Templates Tab Main Article: Tabs on character sheets have multiple pages, and many character sheets have separate tabs for Roll20
character sheets. The CSS Wizard page displays two methods that you can use on an existing sheet. It can be used to create NPC pages or to split character sheet content from multiple pages that are too big. Roll20 Column/Row Main Article: Roll20 Column/Row Roll20 provides several basic classes that you can use to organize your work into a simple
column-based layout. To use it, you can create divs with classes of '3colrow', '2colrow' or 'row'. Then, inside that div, make the div for each column a class of 'col'. Google Font Google Font can be called from CSS using the @import feature: @import url ( + Won &amp; Display =Swap'); To import multiple fonts, place fonts such as url (' and @import the same
font. You can then call the font from inside the CSS with the character family property: 'Sigma One'. For now fonts.googleapis.com limited to Google fonts. Stephanie JavaScript A video guide that uses Google fonts by JavaScript can be taken advantage of in two very limited ways for roll20 character sheets, through built-in sheet workers defined inside a
single &lt;script type=text/worker&gt;&lt;/script&gt;The value of the sheet is modified. We recommend that you use instead of fields that automatically calculate whenever there are values that don't change often, such as when a character levels up or adds a new spell or attack. In general, sheet workers can only edit character sheet values and cannot interact
with the DOM in other ways. You can refer to and react to attributes that change values, or activate them from the Actions button. Yes (Ambition and Avaris): &lt;script type=text/worker&gt; const int = score =&gt; parseInt (score, 10) || 0; const stats = [str, dex, con, wis, int, cha]; stats.forEach(stat =&gt; { on('change:${stat}', () =&gt; { getAttrs([stat], values =&gt;
{ const stat_base = int(values[stat]); //console.log(stat_base); let stat_mod = 0; if (stat_base &gt;= 19) stat_mod = +4; else if (stat_base &gt;= 18) stat_mod = +3; else if (stat_base &gt;= 16) stat_mod = +2; else if (stat_base &gt;= 14) stat_mod = +1; else if (stat_base &gt;= 12) stat_mod = +0; else if (stat_base &gt;= 8) stat_mod = -1; else if (stat_base &gt;= 6)
stat_mod = -2; else stat_mod = -3; setAttrs({ ['${stat}_mod']: stat_mod }); }); }); }); &lt;/script&gt; Automatically sees and updates attribute modifiers (Str, Dex, Con, etc.) whenever the seatwalker above changes the value of a property. This makes it easier for players to update the rest because players don't have to update only attributes, modifiers, and
attributes. Therefore, if the str attribute changes to 6, str_mod is set to -2. API API scripts can be installed separately in campaigns to perform tasks that are much more powerful and versatile than seatwalkers. These are very advanced things, and game creators should not normally be designed to work with sheets because they need to be pro subscribers so
that the game can use the API with sheets. Api scripts can be checked to follow rules, change properties for objects and tokens, and provide custom chat commands. The script you write runs through the whole game and affects all players, not just what GM does. Advanced scripts can run independently to perform automatic tasks, such as moving tokens in
the patrol path or pushing players if the turn takes too long. Examples of using character sheets and APIs: Create complex or conditional roll outputs that ordinary macro systems can't handle, or roll dice that are not regular/numbered. Example: If you want to roll fantasy flight game dice for a Star Wars or Genesis game, you're using an API because you use
your own dice system. When you edit statistics based on roll general macros, you can only read statistics form character sheets, but the API can edit them. Example: You can integrate APIs such as Script:ChatSetAttr into a button roll to automatically heal characters when the his roll is created, automatically subtract damage done from the roll when using
ammo/spells/arrows, or apply damage done on the roll directly to other characters. The characteristics between character sheet workers enable you to edit and read statistics for linked characters, and the API can view and edit statistics for all characters, enabling connections that would otherwise be impossible. For example: Sheets for ships in a party
synchronize/read some properties of the party circle and, for example, as the API reads the captain's statistics and copies them to the captain's section, ship manuvers made by the captain can be stored on the vessel in the relevant place so that they can be carried out on the ship sheet. The same was true for catchers, which allows them to create all ship-
related rolls that rely on the character statistics of ship seats when synchronizing related tasks with party members. Advanced sheet options Basic character sheets do not require the following advanced sheet options and guides, but they can be useful for improving the functionality and usability of sheets: Because they use more than one type of code
(HTML/CSS/JavaScript), they are not turtled under the core and basic HTML, CSS, and JavaScript sections previously mentioned on this page. See: Sheet Creator Tips Sheet Layout Main Article: Character Sheet Layout Design Many sheet authors recommend using their own CSS for the styling and layout of sheets, mainly CSS grids or flex boxes. Roll20
provides several base classes that you can use to clean up with a simple column-based layout. There are also ways to have multiple pages in a character sheet, and two examples of how to implement them can be found in the Tabs section of the CSS Wizardry Article. Roll Template Main Article: Roll Template Roll Template allows you to fully customize
how the roll on the sheet appears to all players in the chat window. Not only can you make the roles in the chat better fit the look of the character sheet itself, but it's also a great way to display roll results in more ways than using the /roll command or the default roll template. Character sheet body translation body: Character sheet translation character sheets
can be adjusted to have translation capabilities, so if the sheet has the necessary translation tags, Crowdin can help everyone translate the sheet into another language. The character sheet author has several controls on how sheets are translated and how translations appear in the documents linked above. Users who want to become translators must apply
to access the CrowdIn project using this web form. Default Sheet Settings Default Document: The option to select a default sheet setting can be specified in the sheet.json file that came with the custom character sheet. These options provide preferences for all characters when using character sheets. Available only if the sheet is in the Sheet drop-down
menu. Character sheets created after preferences (accessible only to game creators) Update all existing sheets in the campaign on the yMy Settings tab (available to all Gmae masters in the campaign). Reward Integration Highlights: The Reward Integration Roll20 Rewards feature is a repository of information such as rules, spells, items, and monsters for
some openly licensed gaming systems. By specifying that the seat is compatible with the competency, players will have direct access to the corresponding rewards in the right sidebar during gameplay. Other advanced options for Compendium integration include drag-and-drop and reward buttons. Character Manser Main Article: Character Manser
Development Character Manser is a Roll20 system for guiding users through the decision-making process on a virtual tabletop. It Rolls 20 by D&amp;D Has been implemented in 5E, official Roll20 Pathfinder 1E, Burn Bright, Call of Cthulhu character sheet, Pathfinder second edition and plans for Starfinder. Note: Community sheets must not contain
character creation or evolution due to potential copyright restrictions. The 'By Roll20' sheet may contain this content thanks to our partnership with game creators. Sheets developed in the 'By Roll20' sheet code must ensure that the character generation or evolution option code is removed. It's okay to have attributes that automatically calculate based on
other attributes (including the current level). We'll let you know if the submitted sheet violates this rule. However, the character manser framework can also be used for other purposes, such as creating a character sheet import framework. Roll20 Character Sheet Repository The Roll20 GitHub repository is a collection of all character sheets that contribute to
the community available in Roll20. The intended purpose is to give fans a way to create system-specific support for games that don't have official character sheets in Roll20. The repository has the source code of many official character sheets, but they are no longer updated. This is because Roll20 changed its workflow and kept its own sheets in a separate
repository. There are also several previous sheets in the repository that are not displayed in the Select Sheet drop-down in Roll20. Rules for Community Sheet Contributors for Patreon and Tipe Community Sheet Contributors Roll20 for sheet authors who contribute to the community character sheet database, they approve ads through subscription/donation
service sites: Patreon and Tipeee. Roll20 is not responsible for payment transactions and cannot enforce personal contracts. To qualify, sheet authors must first approve sheet contributions from Roll20 employees and include them in the community character sheet database. You want to include Patreon or Tipe account information in a sheet.json file that you
must include in a sheet submission on GitHub. json file If you want to advertise with Patreon or Tipe, one of these fields has been added: patreon: Place the URL of your Patreon campaign here, and when you select it, it will be displayed under the sheet map. (e.g. amp;lt;name&gt;) tipe: Place the URL for Tipe here and it will be displayed under the
description on the sheet when selected. (e.g.:&lt;name&gt; For more information, please refer only to pre-approved community members who have contributed to a character sheet or API script that connects to Patreon/Tippi in the Roll20 forum. You can do so personally if you want to ask you to fund yourself, but such links are not allowed in public forums



without contributed material. To ensure consistent character sheet quality in the repository, the Roll20 Help Center's minimum requirement minimum requirement is that all submissions meet the minimum requirements below. Test your code on Roll20 using a custom sheet before submitting a pull request on GitHub. 1. Code of Conduct. Do not infringe on
intellectual property. Community seats must not contain character creation or advancement due to potential copyright restrictions. The 'By Roll20' sheet may contain this content thanks to our partnership with game creators. Sheets developed in the 'By Roll20' sheet code must ensure that the character generation or evolution option code is removed. It's
okay to have attributes that automatically calculate based on other attributes (including the current level). We'll let you know if the submitted sheet violates this rule. Character sheets have one specific requirement. All submissions of new pool requests for all character sheets that contain areas for gender must create open text input, as opposed to a drop-
down menu with a predefined list of options. These guidelines reflect our ongoing efforts to embrace our approach to promoting the game - we want maximum personnel to be able to play in a way that gives them the most fun. In this case, spending time solving this small programming change issue makes a big difference to the community. 2. Good cord
minimum styling. All character sheets must have a small amount of CSS and HTML styles to be aesthetically satisfying and usable. For example, when adjusting window size, elements should not overlap unintentionally. Sheets should be familiar to players who are used to seeing paper versions of those sheets. It should not violate any copyright that does
not have to be the same as the paper version, but should also not be placed in such a crazy way that players will have difficulty understanding how to use it. Best of all, it's designed for ease of use. Appropriate HTML syntax. We recommend that you make the appropriate HTML syntax more accessible and maintain your code.&lt;/name&gt;
&lt;/name&gt;Contribute. All new sheets must use appropriate container elements, such as elements,&lt; div&gt; &lt; span&gt; You may not want to use &lt; head&gt; or &lt; body&gt; tag HTML files, or character sheets may not load on a virtual tabletop. Not used in &lt; table&gt; layouts. As a general standard, the &lt; table&gt; element should only be used for
table data. Not used in Tthe &lt; table&gt; layouts. See Designing character sheet layouts that require alternate Unix server compatibility. All CSS, HTML, and JSON files must be submitted in Unix Line Ending (LF). You can use Google Search to learn how to set this setting in your favorite text editor. In addition, all submissions must include valid sheet.json
files and preview images. You can find directions to create the appropriate sheet.json on GitHub README. Chrome and Firefox compatible. Roll20's two official supported browsers are Chrome and Firefox. You should test all character sheets in these two browsers. 3. Satisfactory experience character sheets must be standalone by default. All basic sheet
features must be available without external requirements, such as images hosted outside of Roll20, or fonts and API helper scripts. The API companion is a welcome supplement to character sheets, but to ensure accessibility and functionality for community members at all subscription levels, the sheets must be available by default without external
requirements. Function roll button. The best sheets not only track character statistics, but also have the most common rolls for the game system built into them. This makes it much easier for new players to play the game by adding intuitive features. You don't have to include all the rolls in the entire system, but they are often used when you can take the
sheet to the next level, including the rolls you use frequently. Games that don't have rolls, such as Amber Disris role-playing games, don't have to meet this standard. If you are designing a sheet for a system that does not apply to this requirement, include comments in the pull request. Input and text fields for tracking data. Character sheets in game systems
with properties and statistics are elements that allow &lt;input&gt; users to track data. If possible, use the standard name for spelled attributes. For example, intelligence, strength, wisdom. This is important so that the character can switch most values if the sheet is imported into another game. If the attribute names are all different, nothing can be imported.
The best practice is to look at existing sheets on that system and, if possible, use the same attribute names that you already use. Similarly, you must include a &lt;textarea&gt; tag that users can use to add comments or comments. This requirement is highly variable depending on the system and cannot be applied to the game system that creates the sheet if
this requirement is not applicable. &lt;/textarea&gt;&lt;/ table&gt;&lt;/ table&gt;&lt;/ table&gt;&lt;/ body&gt;&lt;/ head&gt;&lt;/ span&gt;&lt;/ div&gt;Request. Rules should be readily available. Sheets can be submitted for independent gaming and home brew systems. Homebrough games must ensure that they do not infringe copyright on each gaming system. In
both cases, it should be readily available online. Here's a new character sheet that asks you to add it to the repository over the minimum limit: Aspiration sheet authors new to front-end development should focus on meeting the minimum requirements for one sheet version. When you're familiar with the basics, the following offer can take your sheets a step
further and shine as a high-quality, fun back. CSS Wizardry. The sheet author community is very clever and creative. Here is an example of how to utilize a character sheet system. Custom roll templates. Roll templates can be customized to match the color scheme and style of the character sheet. It can also help users achieve roll output that matches
certain mechanisms in the game system. Seat workers are a powerful tool!. These scripts are an advanced feature of the character sheet system that let sheet authors specify JavaScript to run during certain events, such as whenever the value of an input is modified. Character Sheet Translation/Internationalization (i18n) allows the translator community to
design character sheets so that you can translate your sheets into your own language, so that everyone in Roll20 can use them. As of September 2016, we will no longer accept new character sheets that alternately translate existing character sheets. The default sheet setting. You can specify a selectable option for the sheet.json file that comes with the
custom character sheet. These options provide preferences for all characters when using character sheets. Reward integration. By specifying that the seat is compatible with the competency, players will have direct access to the corresponding rewards in the right sidebar during gameplay. Rewards are still an increasing feature in Roll20, and integration is
not yet available on most gaming systems. Include the attribute name in the title. Adding title=@attribute_name} makes it easier for macro creators to find attribute names. Titles are sometimes used for other purposes, so use the best judgment. If you have created a wiki page for your sheet link to the wiki page, you can link to the instructions section of
markdownsheet.json (e.g. Instructions: This is the default character sheet for stargate RPG by Wyvern Games. [Stargate RPG] (visit for more information on how to use the sheet.) Best Practices These are common best practice guidelines that increase consistency among sheet authors to create a more maintainable code repository for the community.
Attribute/Input Attribute Name Must be in lowercase. For consistency, doing this for everyone makes programming life easier. RPG has strange words. Use spell checking=false for text input and text areas to prevent browsers from displaying order errors. Reduce attributes and inputs. The seat is slow to load. This is not a problem for the average sheet, but it
is a roll-by-roll D&amp;D Robust sheets, such as 5E sheets or pathfinder (community) excess properties and inputs, can cause performance issues if they are not managed. Seat workers and roll templates avoid asynchronous cascades. If possible, asynchronous cascades of seat operators can be avoided. An example of this is getAttrs -&gt; Calculations -
&gt; SetAttrs -&gt; getAttrs -&gt; Calculations -&gt; SetAttrs... A better way to do this is to getAttrs for everything you need and then make sure you do all the calculations before using one setAttrs last time. Seatwalker with auto-calculated characteristics. Because these events occur less frequently, when an event is triggered by a seat worker, the performance
of the character sheet for the auto-calculated attribute is improved. Avoid other Roll20 only !Important. If possible, you can try to disable !important in CSS to create cascading effects that need to use something increasingly important to solve the problem. Do not include sheets for CSS class names in HTML. It is automatically added to the CSS class in
sheet-HTML, so it is duplicated and repeated. Many classes are more readable. For example, in HTML, if you perform class=strRow in place of class=sheet straw, you only do class=strRow. Warning: The above elements are not true for classes &lt;rolltemplate&gt; In this case, you need to specify the full class name (for example, start with a sheet) or the roll
template will stop working. Includes the minimum width. Including a minimum width on the sheet can help you scale. You don't want to exceed the default width when the sheet first opens. Character sheets with NPC views can be smaller, and sophisticated PC sheets can be larger. Use ^{} when translating from a button macro. In a button macro that uses
^{key}, insert the appropriate key in the translation json of the appropriate language. This makes it easier for roll templates to adapt to other languages. Submit a character sheet for the public use main article: Beginner's Guide to GitHub (Roll20) Use git branches for work in progress. Create a new branch to store the work in progress. Merge the completed
code into the roll20 character sheet master branch only if you have prepared a pull request. This prevents you from submitting pull requests to unfined code, which can delay code merging. Better yet, fork out the Roll20 character sheet repository and submit a pull request via GitHub. More information can be found in the GitHub guide. Use alphanumeric and -
only in folders and file names. This reduces the risk of some problems. &lt;/rolltemplate&gt;Sheet images or code have various systems that use names, and some don't always like spaces or special characters in their names. For more information about good/safe file names, include all images in the Git repository. You should include images in your GitHub
repository for easy access, reduced external dependencies, and simpler updates. Check the character sheet for details on using the image. A general tip for HTML/CSS/coding that applies beyond creating character sheets in Roll20. To get close to the HTML standard, for example, write &lt;span&gt;Lorem Ipsom instead of &lt;/span&gt;
&lt;SPAN&gt;&lt;SPAN&gt; Inline Style as a last resort. Inline styles are less maintained, and external style sheets are almost always a better option. Style = Keep the attributes of the HTML as few attributes as possible. If you can read code that can write readable code, it's easier for others to contribute and collaborate. For 15 tips on how to write readable
code, follow the general HTML/CSS style guide Follow Roll20 specific best practices when it doesn't contradict the regular HTML/CSS style guide, see Google's HTML/CSS Style Guide css-tricks.com Style Guide Collection Sheet Template/Example Related Page Guide
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